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View From the Editor’s Desk
Well have you spotted the changes to Event Horizon yet? OK, maybe
I’ve made a few changes but as editor while Jen is away I thought I’d
give the newsletter a bit of a makeover. I noted that it hadn’t really
changed since about 2005 and as the website is getting a makeover I
thought “ Why not?”.
The interesting thing about the makeover is that it’s all done with free
software. The desktop publishing was done using the starter edition
of Serif’s PageplusX7, the Pdf creation with PrimoPDF and merging
of the various PDF files with PDFSaM. Image resizing was done with
GIMP, another free piece of software, so all that you see was done at
the cost of $0.00!!
In this month’s Event Horizon I’ve added some information which,
hopefully, will make your observing experience a little better. I’ve
included information on the upcoming Lunar and Solar eclipses and
a report on our last meeting. There’s also a special report form Lionel
Bourhis, the president of the Albireo78 astronomy society based about
an hour outside of Paris, on his trip to Norway to see the Northern
Lights. He was kind enough to provide both a report and photos - very
interesting stuff!
There’s the usual President’s report, members’ astrophotos and the
usual society information. Anyway, I hope you enjoy the new look
and find what’s been included here in interesting.

Mario
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PRESIDENTIAL MUSINGS
Welcome to April, well on
our way to that magic time
of the year, winter, where
the nights are cold, the
weather is dry??, and the
days are balmy.

eclipse at around about 4.31 pm, with the maximum
occurring after sunset. For those wishing to take in
the total/annular eclipse, unfortunately will have to
travel to the Australian Antarctic Territory, about
1000 kilometres from Casey Station.
Our observing night at our March meeting was
luckily blessed with fine weather. Our members
scopes of all types and sizes being present. Due to
the presence of the near full moon, observers
concentrated on the rising Saturn, then followed by
Mars.

Which brings me to
announce that your EH
editor, Jen is performing
her yearly migratory thing and is about to fly North
for the winter to the summer climes of England. We
wish you a pleasant trip and await your return later
In my scope, with Mars being close to opposition,
this year.
it looked like a orange/red orb with a sharp edged
It is my pleasant duty to also announce that our circumference, just floating in black space. At only
committee member, Mario Vecchi, has volunteered 13 arc seconds in diameter, much discussion was
to take over the reins of the editorship of the EH in had as to whether an icecap could be seen. Mars
Jens absence. Thank you Mario for your kind will be at opposition on the 9th of April with a
generosity. Mario, as with Jen, as a function of diameter of about 15 arc seconds.
being our editor, needs articles, photos, or anything
remotely astronomy orientated, new or old and I will be travelling over to Britain leaving Brisbane
preferably from our general membership to be on the 5th of May for a 2 month tour of merry olde
included in each months edition of your Event England, taking in the sights of whatever crosses
Horizon. Buy and sell advertisements are always my path. Noeleen will take over pending my return
welcome. Your support is vital. Email your articles in July.
etc. to mario@vecchi.com.au
Thanking you and on that note until Saturday
A note for all our sun worshippers. A solar eclipse, evening.
sorry only a partial eclipse will take place across
Australia in the afternoon of the 29th April 2014. All the best,
Unfortunately for us viewers in South East
Queensland, we will only see the beginning of the Duncan Gillespie

GENERAL MEETING TIMES
April 12, 2014 @ 7:30pm
May 17, 2014 @ 7:30pm - Telescope Night
June 14, 2014 @ 7:30pm

Aurora Hunters!

Lionel Bourhis - President Albireo78
Club d’astronomie du sud des Yvelines

After two failures in Ireland in 2013, some friends and I decided to go to Tromsø in Norway under the
Arctic circle. During the month of January, I watched the all-sky webcam of the Polar Research Institut
in Tromsø : 25 nights with auroras out of 31 ! A record, even for the Norwegians.
We crossed our fingers for the activity to last till the end of February and we succeeded far beyond our
hopes. 4 nights with Northern Lights as they call them in Norway. We just missed the 27 of February,
the arrival of the solar particles from the X4,9 class eruption of the 25th, I found impressive photos from
Reykjavik, Island, Sod’s law !
Anywhere in Northern Europe, England, Scotland, Ireland, but nowhere in Norway - too cloudy.
Anyway we saw some remnants on the 28th and especially the 1st of March : absolutely impressive, like
curtains from one horizon to the other, and moving very fast during hours !
What we learnt during those four night is that the brighter the auroras are, the faster they move and
even with a 1s exposure the details are blurred - photos can’t really show what we see with the naked
eye…
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The Gods were smiling on the Southern Astronomical Society for their March meeting - the clouds
cleared and there was clear sky all around. Ok, it wasn’t perfect viewing considering the full Moon was
out, but after the last 6 months of cloud it was a welcome relief!
There were 4 scopes aligned on the cricket pitch area at the back of the old Ormeau school house and
the twenty odd members mulled around them. Jupiter was on view and it looked a treat through Mike’s
12” newtonian. A highlight, for me at least, was Colin Drescher’s dob that was built by John Connolly.
The dob is a 6 inch F11.5 1735mm built February 1993. Colin pointed out that at that focal length it
makes a great planetary scope . With this scope Colin’s last magnitude estimation of Comet Hale-Bopp
on its way out in the late 90's was at mag 11.6 quite low in the West. Duncan also had his small refractor
on hand and there was one other scope which, unfortunately, I didn’t get a chance to look at. The other
instrument of interest was Bob’s home-made tracker for a DSLR - top stuff!
All in all, despite the mossies, it was a great night and there is another similar night planned for May.
I’ve included two pictures that I took on the night - both long exposure images. If there was any doubt
as to how a full Moon will cast shadows, both image should dispel that!
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Cetus - A Whale of a Constellation
Cetus may have originally been associated with a whale,
which would have had mythic status amongst
Mesopotamian cultures. It is often now called the Whale,
though it is most strongly associated with Cetus the
sea-monster, who was slain by Perseus as he saved the
princess Andromeda from Poseidon's wrath. Cetus is
located in a region of the sky called "The Sea" because
many water-associated constellations are placed there,
including Eridanus, Pisces, Piscis Austrinus, Capricornus,
and Aquarius.
Cetus has been depicted many ways throughout its history.
In the 17th century, Cetus was depicted as a "dragon fish"
by Johann Bayer. Both Willem Blaeu and Andreas
Cellarius depicted Cetus as a whale-like creature in the
same century. However, Cetus has also been variously
depicted with animal heads attached to a piscine body.
The most notable star in Cetus is Mira ("the Wonderful"),
designated Omicron Ceti, the first variable star to be
discovered and the prototype of its class. Over a period of
332 days it reaches a maximum apparent magnitude of 3 visible to the naked eye - and dips to a minimum magnitude of 10, invisible to the unaided eye. Its seeming
appearance and disappearance gave it its common name, which means "the amazing one". Mira pulsates with a
minimum size of 400 solar diameters and a maximum size of 500 solar diameters. 420 light-years from Earth, it
was discovered by David Fabricius in 1596.
There are several other bright stars in Cetus. α Ceti, traditionally called Menkar ("the nose"), is a red-hued giant
star of magnitude 2.5, 220 light-years from Earth. It is a wide double star; the secondary is 93 Ceti, a blue-white
hued star of magnitude 5.6, 440 light-years away. β Ceti, also called Deneb Kaitos and Diphda, is the brightest star
in Cetus. It is an orange-hued giant star of magnitude 2.0, 96 light-years from Earth. The traditional name "Deneb
Kaitos" means "the whale's tail". γ Ceti, Kaffaljidhma ("head of the whale") is a very close double star. The primary
is a yellow-hued star of magnitude 3.5, 82 light-years from Earth, and the secondary is a blue-hued star of mag 6.6.
Tau Ceti is noted for being the nearest Sun-like star at a distance of 11.9 light-years. It is a yellow-hued
main-sequence star of magnitude 3.5.
AA Ceti is a triple star system; the brightest member has a magnitude of 6.2. The primary and secondary are
separated by 8.4 arcseconds at an angle of 304 degrees. The tertiary is not visible in telescopes. AA Ceti is an
eclipsing variable star; the tertiary star passes in front of the primary and causes the system's apparent magnitude
to decrease by 0.5 magnitudes. UV Ceti is an unusual binary variable star. 8.7 light-years from Earth, the system
consists of two red dwarfs. both of magnitude 13. One of the stars is a flare star, which are prone to sudden, random
outbursts that last several minutes; these increase the pair's apparent brightness significantly, as high as mag 7.
Cetus lies far from the galactic plane, so that many distant galaxies are visible, unobscured by dust from the Milky
Way. Of these, the brightest is Messier 77 (NGC 1068), a 9th magnitude spiral galaxy near Delta Ceti. It appears
face-on and has a clearly visible nucleus of magnitude 10. About 50 million light-years from Earth, M77 is also a
Seyfert galaxy and thus a bright object in the radio spectrum. Recently, the galactic cluster JKCS 041 was confirmed
to be the most distant cluster of galaxies yet discovered.
NGC 246 (Caldwell 56), also called the Cetus Ring, is a planetary nebula with a magnitude of 8.0, 1600 light-years
from Earth. Among some amateur astronomers, NGC 246 has garnered the nickname "Pac-Man Nebula" because
of the arrangement of its central stars and the surrounding star field.
(From Wikipedia)
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In the News…
Scientists reveal ‘major discovery’ at
Harvard-Smithsonian Centre for Astrophysics
ASTRONOMERS say they have spotted evidence that a split-second after the Big Bang, the newly
formed universe ballooned out at a pace so astonishing that it left behind ripples in the fabric of the
cosmos.
The discovery “gives us a window on the universe at the very beginning,’’ when it was far less than
one-trillionth of a second old, said theoretical physicist Lawrence Krauss of Arizona State University.
“It’s just amazing,’’ he said. “You can see back to the beginning of time.’’A wonderful week, and
definitely, Tromsø is the place to be !
If confirmed, experts said, the discovery would be a major advance in the understanding of the early
universe. Although many scientists already believed that an initial, extremely rapid growth spurt
happened, they have long sought the evidence cited in the new study.
Researchers reported that they found it by peering into the faint light that remains from the Big Bang
of nearly 14 billion years ago.Marc Kamionkowski, a theoretical physicist at Johns Hopkins University
who didn’t participate in the research, used a common baseball analogy, saying the finding is “not just
a home run. It’s a grand slam.’’
Right after the Big Bang, the universe was a hot
soup of particles. It took about 380,000 years to
cool enough that the particles could form atoms,
then stars and galaxies. Billions of years later,
planets formed from gas and dust that were
orbiting stars. The universe has continued to
spread out.
Krauss said he thinks the new results could rank
among the greatest discoveries in astrophysics
over the last 25 years, such as the Nobel prizewinning discovery that the universe’s expansion
is accelerating.
The results were announced by a collaboration
that included researchers from the HarvardSmithsonian Center for Astrophysics, the University of Minnesota, Stanford University, the California
Institute of Technology and NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The team plans to submit its results
to a scientific journal this week, said its leader, John Kovac of Harvard.
Astronomers scanned about 2 per cent of the sky for three years with a telescope at the South Pole,
where the air is exceptionally dry.
They were looking for a specific pattern in light waves within the faint microwave glow left over from
the Big Bang. The pattern has long been considered evidence of rapid growth, known as inflation. Kovac
called it “the smoking-gun signature of inflation.’’
The reported detection suggests that “inflation has sent us a telegram,’’ Kamionkowski said.
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The researchers say the light-wave pattern was caused by gravitational waves, which are ripples in
space and time. If verified, the new work would be the first detection of such waves from the birth of
the universe, which have been called the first tremors of the Big Bang.
Arizona State’s Krauss cautioned that the light-wave pattern might not be a sign of inflation, although
he stressed that it’s “extremely likely’’ that it is. It’s “our best hope’’ for a direct test of whether the
rapid growth spurt happened, he said.
Alan Guth of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a creator of the idea of inflation, said the
finding already suggests that some ideas about the rapid expansion of the universe can be ruled out.
It had not been clear whether the light-wave pattern would be detectable even if inflation really
happened, he said, but luckily “nature is cooperating with us, laying out its cards in a way that we can
see them.’’
http://www.news.com.au/technology/science/scientists-reveal-major-discovery-at-harvardsmithsonian-centre-for-astrophysics/storyfn5fsgyc-1226857490478

Destructive solar blasts narrowly missed Earth
in 2012: scientists
Fierce solar blasts that could have badly damaged electrical grids and disabled satellites in space
narrowly missed Earth in 2012, researchers say.
The bursts would have wreaked havoc on the Earth's magnetic field, matching the severity of the 1859
Carrington event, the largest solar magnetic storm ever reported on the planet. That blast knocked out
the telegraph system across the United States, according to University of California, Berkeley research
physicist Janet Luhmann.
"Had it hit Earth, it probably would have been like the big one in 1859, but the effect today, with our
modern technologies, would have been tremendous," Luhmann said.
A 2013 study estimated a solar storm like the Carrington Event could take a $US2.6 trillion bite out of
the current global economy.
Massive bursts of solar wind and magnetic fields, shot into space on July 23, 2012, would have been
aimed directly at Earth if they had happened nine days earlier, Luhmann said. The bursts from the sun,
called coronal mass ejections, carried southward magnetic fields and would have clashed with Earth's
northward field, causing a shift in electrical currents that could have caused electrical transformers to
burst into flames, Luhmann said. The fields also would have interfered with GPS satellites.
The event, detected by NASA's STEREO A spacecraft, is the focus of a paper that was released in the
journal Nature Communications on Tuesday by Luhmann, China's State Key Laboratory of Space
Weather professor Ying Liu and their colleagues.
Although coronal mass injections can happen several times a day during the sun's most active 11-year
cycle, the blasts are usually small or weak compared to the 2012 and 1859 events, she said.Luhmann
said by studying images captured by the sun-observing spacecraft, scientists can better understand
coronal mass injections and predict solar magnetic storms in the future.
"We have the opportunity to really look closely at one of these events in all of its glory and look at why
in this instance was so extreme.
http://www.smh.com.au/technology/sci-tech/destructive-solar-blasts-narrowly-missed-earth-in-2012-scientists-20140320-hvklp.html
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Pink world found lurking at edge of solar system
Peering into the far reaches of the solar system, astronomers have spied a pink, frozen world in a
region of space beyond Pluto long considered a celestial wasteland. It’s lurking seven 12 billion
kilometres from the sun and is the second such object to be discovered in the area. Until now, the
lone known resident in this part of the solar system was an oddball dwarf planet spotted in 2003
named Sedna after the mythological Inuit goddess who created the sea creatures of the Arctic.
The latest discovery shows “Sedna is not a freak. We can have confidence that there is a new
population to explore,” Yale University senior research scientist David Rabinowitz said in an email.
He was one of Sedna’s founders, but had no role in the new find detailed in Thursday’s issue of the
journal Nature. For years, astronomers hunted in vain for other Sednas in the little-studied fringes
of the solar system.
The new object, 2012 VP113, was tracked using a new camera on a ground telescope in Chile by
Scott Sheppard of the Carnegie Institution for Science in Washington, D.C., and Chad Trujillo of
the Gemini Observatory in Hawaii. Trujillo was part of the team that found Sedna. Like Sedna, VP
is also a dwarf planet. It’s jokingly nicknamed “Biden” after Vice President Joe Biden because of
the object’s initials. It measures about 450 kilometres across, or half the diameter of Sedna. Unlike
red and shiny Sedna, the new-found object is more pink and much fainter, which made it hard to
detect.By contrast, Earth is about 12,713 kilometres across and located 149.66 million kilometres
from the sun.
Sedna and VP reside in what’s known as the inner Oort cloud in the outer edge of the solar system
where some comets such as the sun-diving Comet ISON are thought to originate. ISON broke apart
last year after brushing too close to the sun. “Finding Sedna so far away seemed odd and potentially
a fluke. But this one is beginning to make it look like that might be a typical place for objects to be.
Not at all what I would have guessed,” Mike Brown, an astronomer at the California Institute of
Technology, said in an email. Brown led the Sedna team, but was not part of the new discovery.
Far from being deserted, Sheppard and Trujillo estimate there are probably thousands of similar
objects in the inner Oort cloud. “These objects are not unique. There’s a huge number out there,”
Sheppard said. Not all of them will be visible to telescopes because they’re so far away and it takes
a long time for them to swing by the sun. Sedna and VP were spotted at their closest approach to
the sun, which allowed light from the sun to hit the objects and bounce back to observatories on
Earth.
VP is currently the third farthest object in the solar system after dwarf planet Eris and Sedna, but it
has an eccentric, elongated orbit that can take it out to 42 billion miles (67.6 million kilometres)
from the sun. Sedna can loop out as far as 84 billion miles (135 million kilometres) from the sun at
its farthest point. Now that Sedna has company — and likely lots of them — scientists are searching
for more objects in an effort to learn how they and the solar system formed and evolved.
In a separate discovery published in Nature, a team led by Felipe Braga-Ribas of the National
Observatory in Brazil found a pair of rings around an asteroid-like interloper in the outer system
named Chariklo. While not as dazzling as Saturn’s rings, it’s the first time rings have been discovered
outside of the four gas giants — Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. How little Chariklo got its
rings remains a mystery, but scientists think they may have formed from debris from a violent
collision.
http://www.news.com.au/technology/science/pink-world-found-lurking-at-edge-of-solar-system/story-fnjwlcze-1226866156576
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Members’ Astrophotos
NGC2359 - Thor’s Helmet
Mario Vecchi (Reprocessed)
Scope: RC8
FL: 1624mm
F/8
Camera: QHY8L
Guideing: PHD
12x10mins
No Darks
Imaged @ Robertson

Orion - Southern Cross (Mario Vecchi)
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Buy - Swap - Sell

For Sale: A Baader Multi Purpose Coma Corrector
Do you own an f/4 to f/6 Newtonian? Do your images have coma in the corners? Have you
ever wondered how you could fix it? Well here's the answer!
I have a Baader Multi Purpose Coma Corrector for sale together with attachments which will
get you up and running and imaging before you can say M42!!
Above is an image of what you get - a Baader Multi Purpose Coma Corrector, a spacer that
definitely works for a QHY8L and an attachment which will let you use the MPCC attached
to a DSLR through a 2" focuser. I've also attached Baader's brochure for the MPCC for more
information.
So how much for all of this? Bintel has a genreic MPCC for $149 with no attachments. The
Baader MPCC at Bintel costs $239. But I'm not asking that much. I'm not asking for $130,
nor $120. No, believe it or not, the whole package can be yours for only $100!!
Interested? Then drop me a line at mario@vecchi.com.au . But remember I don't take Credit
Card, Paypal or Bank Transfer. As a good Italian boy, I deal only in cash…
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Astronomy Information
ISS Schedule over Brisbane
Start
Date
Thursday 10 April 2014
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Time
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Friday 2 May 2014

Planets During April
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Sydney Observatory night sky map

April 2014

A map for each month of the year, to help you learn about the night sky

www.sydneyobservatory.com.au

This star chart shows the stars and constellations visible in the night sky for Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Canberra, Hobart,
Adelaide and Perth for April 2014 at about 7.30pm (local standard time). For Darwin and similar locations, the chart will still
apply, but some stars will be lost off the southern edge while extra stars will be visible to the north. Stars down to a brightness or
magnitude limit of 4.5 are shown. To use this star chart, rotate it so that the direction you are facing (north, south, east or west)
is shown at the bottom. The centre of the chart represents the point directly above your head, called the zenith, and the outer
circular edge represents the horizon.
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Zero or brighter
1st magnitude
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4
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Regulus
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P
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VIRGO
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SOUTHERN CROSS
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Canopus

CRUX
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Centauri
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VOLANS
MUSCA
CHAMAELEON

LUPUS
POINTERS

Chart key

Proxima Centuari
Alpha Centauri
CIRCINUS

FORNAX

DORADO

LMC

RETICULUM
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DIAMOND CROSS

Beta Centauri

CAELUM

PICTOR
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CENTAURUS
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HOROLOGIUM

HYDRUS

South Celestial Pole
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NORMA TRIANGULUM AUSTRALE
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Achernar
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TUCANA
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Bright star
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SCORPIUS
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Milky Way
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PHOENIX
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CORONA AUSTRALIS

W
SSCULPTOR

PAVO

TELESCOPIUM

South INDUS
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Not marked on the map are two eclipses: a total Lunar eclipse on Tuesday 15th April, starting at 3.58pm AEST, with totality at
5.06pm. It will be visible from eastern Australia and New Zealand. For most of Australia, the Moon will rise while already totally
eclipsed. There is also a partial eclipse of the Sun on the afternoon of Tuesday 29th April, visible from Australia but not from New
Zealand. However DO NOT LOOK AT THE SUN even if it is near the horizon without special precautions such as using solar
glasses or solar filters; to do so risks permanent eye damage or even blindness.
Mars is low in the east in Virgo and is near the gibbous Moon on the 14th. Jupiter can be seen in the north-west during the early
evening and is near the crescent Moon on the 6th. The Southern Cross is high in the sky toward the south-east and is easily
located using the two nearby Pointer stars. Nearby are the False and Diamond Crosses that are both often mistaken for the
Southern Cross. Prominent constellations include Leo, Orion, Gemini and Canis Major. In 2014 daylight saving ends in the ACT,
NSW, Victoria, Tasmania and South Australia on Sunday 6th April at 3am summer time.
For information about visiting Sydney Observatory, with a magnificent view overlooking Sydney Harbour,
check www.sydneyobservatory.com.au or call (02) 9921 3485. View the sky through a telescope, see 3D
movies or planetarium presentations about the Universe. Bookings are essential for some programs.
Sydney Observatory is at 1003 Upper Fort Street, Observatory Hill, in the historic Rocks area of Sydney.
Sydney Observatory is part of the Powerhouse Museum. The Sydney Observatory night sky map is prepared by Dr M Anderson using the
software TheSky. © 2014 Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences, Sydney.
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Leyburn

Society Information
Committee Meeting 6:30pm General Meeting 7.30pm
ORMEAU COMMUNITY CENTRE, McCreadie Rd, Ormeau
PRESIDENT - DUNCAN GILLESPIE Ph 0414 839 763 MEMBERSHIP OFFICER - JOE ZERAFA Ph 0421 886 376
Society postal address ~ Southern Astronomical Society Inc, PO BOX 867, Beenleigh Qld 4207
THE FINE PRINT - Event Horizon is sent by blind carbon copy email so others cannot see your email address - if you do not want Event Horizon emailed please inform the sender. The Society’s Web Site and Event Horizon may contain
images of or may identify members/friends attending Society & non-Society events (Meetings, Astroquiz, Combined Societies Meetings, Field Nights and Leyburn Astrocamps, Astrofest etc); if you would prefer this not to happen, please
advise the Society in writing. If members require a copy of the Society’s Constitution, please contact the Membership Officer by mail or at a future meeting. Images presented in Event Horizon and on the SAS Web Site are presented in
good faith as the original work of the person submitting them. The SAS and its members accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever if the person submitting them has used another person’s property without their permission or consent.
Articles submitted by contributors are the copyright of the contributor (unless otherwise specified) and comprise their own technical and/or other information and are not necessarily the opinion of SAS or its members.

LEYBURN - DARK SKY SITE
This is a privately owned property - our hosts are Debbie & Mark Bolton.
By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.
$5 contribution per adult per night (please pay in honour tin in site caravan)

2014 DATES: , Friday to Sun 25th – 27th April
LEYBURN 2.5 hrs drive inland from Brisbane & Gold Coast
ACCOMMODATION BYO tent, caravan OR
CABINS available in town cost $85 per room - book on 07 46950155
WEATHER very extreme compared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold - come prepared
KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils
POWER BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!
DRINKING WATER BYO LOO YES flushing onsite - with loo paper
SHOP 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great burgers, ice etc & local hotel with great value meals.
Shop open 7am - 7pm Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday.
MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely
DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES / dip lights at the gate to main observing field - you will be greeted & guided to a park
CAUTIONS heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. so please take care in and around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and
wear stout footwear! Also, gets very cold in winter (down to minus -6) so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding for an enjoyable weekend.
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